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Abstract
This paper re-studies the security of an MPEG-video encryption scheme based on secret Huffman tables proposed in [1].
The present cryptanalysis shows that: 1) the key space of the
encryption scheme is not sufficiently large against divide-andconquer (DAC) ciphertext-only attack; 2) its security against
the chosen-plaintext attack is very weak. The insecurity is
mainly due to the separated use of different Huffman tables
for different sets of syntax elements. A brief discussion on how
to improve this MPEG-video encryption scheme is also given.

MPEG-Video Encryption Scheme under Study
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• Semantic constraints.
• Existence of EOB VLC codewords, and a maximal number
of decoded DCT coefficients in each block (64).
• The number of MBs within each picture should not be greater
than a maximal value.
• Skipped slice headers may be forbidden.

Breaking Five Huffman Tables One by One
The five Huffman tables are used for coding different sets of
syntax elements, so it is possible to separatedly break them
one by one with a Divide-and-Conquer (DAC) attack.
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Breaking Table B-10 Following the MPEG-2 standard, Tables B-12/13/14/15 are all independent of the decoding of the
first MB header in a slice, which makes the separated reconstruction of Table B-10 possible. When B-10 cannot be separatedly broken, one has to exhaustively search for Tables B-10
and B-14 together.
Breaking Table B-14 All DCT coefficients in a non-intra MB
are coded with Table B-14. Thus, syntax errors may occur
when a wrong Table B-14 is used to decode a non-intra MB.
Since most MBs in a P/B-picture are non-intra ones, the probability of such syntax errors is practically high.

Figure 2: Decoding an MPEG-1 video “Carphone” and an
MPEG-2 video “Tennis”, when two VLC codewords, “00101”
and “000110”, were exchanged. Note: the pink areas denote
syntax errors.
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Breaking Table B-12 Once Table B-14 is reconstructed, Table B-12 can be further exhaustively searched for in intra
MBs with intra vlc format = 0. If all intra MBs are encoded
with intra vlc format = 1, Table B-12 has to be exhaustively
searched for together with Table B-15.
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Computational Complexity
B-10 B-12 Complexity
Yes

Yes (3!) + (7! · 26) + (6! · 28) + (6!) + (16!) ≈ 244.3  292

No

Yes (3!) · (6!) + (7! · 26) + (6! · 28) + (16!) ≈ 244.3  292

Yes

No (3!) + (7! · 26) · (16!) + (6! · 28) + (6!) ≈ 262.5  292

No

No (3!) · (6!) + (7! · 26) · (16!) + (6! · 28) ≈ 262.5  292.

Note: “B-10”/“B-12” = B-10/B-12 separatedly broken.

• What the attacker can do: choose a number of plaintexts
and observe the corresponding ciphertexts.
• How the attack works: the plaintexts are chosen to trigger
syntax errors for each Huffman table.

Breaking Huffman Tables One by One
Breaking Table B-10 Choose a P-picture, in which there
are a number of consecutive slices that contains only one
“Not Coded” non-intra MB. The values of motion residuals,
dmvectors, the sign bits of the motion vectors, and even
f code[r ][s] can be chosen to uniquely distinguish the VLC
codeword corresponding to each value of motion code.
Breaking Table B-14 After breaking Table B-10, choose one
or more blocks in a non-intra MB with the following pattern until
all VLC codewords are obtained:
“(run1, level1), (rune , levele ), · · · , (runi , leveli ), (rune , levele ),
· · · , EOB”,
where (runi , leveli ) is the i-th entry in the secret Table B-14 and
(rune , levele ) is an Escape RLE codeword.
Breaking Tables B-12/13 To break the entry corresponding
to dct dc size = s, choose an intra-block as follows: “level,
EOB”, where the DC coefficient level has s significant bits.
Then, the video bitstream corresponding to this block will be
“dct dc size = s, dc dct differential, EOB”.
Breaking Table B-15 After breaking Tables B-12 and B-13,
one can break Table B-15 by choosing some intra-blocks, in
the same way of breaking Table B-14.
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Figure 1: The encryption-encoding and the decryptiondecoding processes.
Table 1: The key space was estimated by enumerating all
“good” encryption methods of the wo encryption operations
performed on selected significant (NOT all) VLC codewords.
Huffman table Number of good encryption methods
B-10

3!

B-12

7! · 26

B-13

6! · 28

B-14

6!

B-15

16!
 

(3!) · 7! · 26 · 6! · 28 · (6!) · (16!) ≈ 292

Total

4

Cryptanalysis #2: Chosen-Plaintext Attack
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Figure 3: Decoding the MPEG-1 video “Carphone” and the
MPEG-2 video “Tennis”, when two VLC codewords, “00” and
“01”, were exchanged.

As a whole, to completely break all the secret Huffman table,
at most 4 intra MBs in an I-picture and 3 non-intra MBs in a
P-picture (or 2 non-intra MBs in a B-picture) are needed. Note
that only one chosen picture is enough to recover all secret
Huffman tables needed for decoding the same type of pictures
(and part of other types of pictures).

Two More Points
Breaking Table B-15 If Table B-12 has been broken, Table
B-15 can be exhaustively searched for in luminance blocks of
intra MBs with intra vlc format = 1, just like Table B-14.

• A very frequent and thus very heavy re-encryption of the
Huffman tables have to be employed to resist the proposed
attacks, which may not be practical in some real applications.
• Using multiple Huffman tables (MHT) [7] with a stream cipher can be another solution, but the performance may not
be better than simply using the stream cipher for encryption
without secret Huffman tables.



An optional measure to enhance security against plaintext
attack: re-encrypting the Huffman tables after a number of
frames.

Cryptanalysis #1: Ciphertext-Only Attack
• What the attacker can do: observe a number of ciphertexts.
• How the attack works: exhaustively search for the five secret
Huffman tables one by one among all possible ones.

References
Figure 4: Decoding the MPEG-2 video “Tennis”, when two VLC
codewords, “00101” and “000110”, were exchanged.

Breaking Table B-13 After Tables B-12/14/15 are broken,
Table B-13 can be exhaustively searched for in chrominance blocks of intra MBs. If there are intra MBs with
intra vlc format = 0, it can be exhaustively broken immediately
after Table B-14 is broken, without knowing Table B-15.

Syntax Errors Indicate Wrong Huffman Tables
For the MPEG-video encryption scheme under study, the occurrence of syntax errors as follows can serve as a criterion for
detecting wrong keys.
• Loss of synchronization due to incorrect bit size of any VLC
codeword.
• Invalid VLC codewords.
• All stuffing bits at the end of a slice: must be 0s.
• Marker bits: must be “1” to avoid “start code emulation”.

Figure 5: Decoding the MPEG-1 video “Carphone” and the
MPEG-2 video “Tennis”, when two VLC codewords, “01” and
“10”, were exchanged.
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